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By John A. Kerner

ibooks. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Combat Medic: World War II, John A. Kerner,
Editorial Reviews From Booklist Called to active duty late in 1943, University of California-San
Francisco surgical resident Kerner went to England with the Thirty-fifth Infantry Division in May
1944. Landing in Normandy shortly after D-Day, he was involved in combat for 264 days in France,
the Low Countries, and Germany. He glorifies neither himself nor the military but, describing much
individual and small-group heroism, shows how hard-pressed American forces, ill-informed about
the enemy, often had to throw badly trained replacements into the front lines, where they naturally
suffered many casualties. Kerner frequently describes personal highlights, such as diving for cover
while assisting a patient and receiving the rarely given Combat Medic Award after riding the outside
of a tank blasting its way through the siege at Bastogne. Kerner based the book on his letters that
their recipients saved, and thereby writes with more immediacy than mere, perhaps clouded
memories might allow. Giving his account unexpected depth is his knowledge of popular piano
music and of European furniture and buildings, the latter thanks to his interior decorator mother.
William Beatty Copyright A(c) American Library Association. All...
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Absolutely essential go through book. It is actually loaded with knowledge and wisdom You can expect to like the way the blogger compose this pdf.
-- Pa sca le B er nha r d-- Pa sca le B er nha r d

Thorough information! Its this sort of good read. It is actually writter in straightforward words rather than confusing. I am just delighted to let you know
that this is basically the best book we have read within my personal existence and can be he greatest pdf for actually.
-- Dr . Henr i Cr ona  II--  Dr . Henr i Cr ona  II
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